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In this study we use a low-dimensional laryngeal model to reproduce temporal variations in oral
airflow produced by speakers in the vicinity of an abduction gesture. It attempts to characterize these
temporal patterns in terms of biomechanical parameters such as glottal area, vocal fold stiffness,
subglottal pressure, and gender differences in laryngeal dimensions. A two-mass model of the vocal
folds coupled to a two-tube approximation of the vocal tract is fitted to oral airflow records
measured in men and women during the production of /aha/ utterances, using the subglottal
pressure, glottal width, andQ factor as control parameters. The results show that the model is
capable of reproducing the airflow records with good approximation. A nonlinear damping
characteristics is needed, to reproduce the flow variation at glottal abduction. Devoicing is achieved
by the combined action of vocal fold abduction, the decrease of subglottal pressure, and the increase
of vocal fold tension. In general, the female larynx has a more restricted region of vocal fold
oscillation than the male one. This would explain the more frequent devoicing in glottal abduction–
adduction gestures for /h/ in running speech by women, compared to men. ©2005 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1853235#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Bk, 43.70.Gr@DOS# Pages: 1362–1372
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I. INTRODUCTION

Our purpose in this paper is to explore the capability
low-dimensional vocal fold models to reproduce vocal fo
vibration onset–offset patterns observed experimentally d
ing speech. At the same time, it analyzes how the vibrat
behavior of the vocal folds is controlled during speech
individual speakers. The analysis follows an inverse dyna
approach, based on previous modeling studies by McGo
et al. ~1995!. Basically, this approach consists in fitting
model of the glottal source and vocal tract to collect
speech records. The fit is performed by computing the tim
varying laryngeal parameters that best reproduce the g
speech signal at the model output. It must be done in a
namic fashion, since the characteristics of the targe
speech signal, such as frequency and amplitude, vary in t
In this way, it represents a more demanding test for the vo
fold model than usual simulations of sustained voice,
which the laryngeal configuration is static. The model m
be capable of simulating the pattern of variation of t
speech signal, and within restrictions of smoothness
physiologically realistic ranges of the control parameters

We consider airflow signals collected during productio
of the utterance /aha/. This utterance is convenient for stu
ing laryngeal control during speech, since it involves an op
vocal tract with little upper articulatory movement~Koenig,
2000!. Glottal abduction and subsequent adduction, co

a!Electronic mail: lucero@mat.unb.br
b!Electronic mail: koenig@haskins.yale.edu
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bined with variations of other laryngeal biomechanical p
rameters such as subglottal pressure and vocal fold stiffn
yield elevated airflow, breathy voicing, and, in some case
cessation of voicing during /h/. By fitting a model of th
larynx to the airflow data, we seek to infer the tempo
control patterns of those parameters. Our purpose is to d
mine control strategies of voicing onset and offset used
speakers, and detect possible differences between female
male speakers. In addition, we intend to provide model
support to our work on the development of speech mo
control in children~e.g., Koenig, 2000; Koenig and Lucero
2002!.

For the vocal fold model, we adopt a version of th
popular two-mass model of Ishizaka and Flanagan~1972!.
This is a simple model that has been widely adapted to y
realistic simulations of glottal source behavior~e.g., Koizumi
et al., 1987; Louset al., 1998; Pelorsonet al., 1994; de Vries
et al., 2002!.

We will first describe the collected airflow data, fo
lowed by the laryngeal and vocal tract models and the fitt
algorithm. Our results present the best fits of the model to
recorded data.

II. DATA

We collected data from eight normal English speaki
subjects: four men and four women. All the subjects we
between 20 and 40 years old, with mean ages of 27 and
years for men and women, respectively. The data consi
of oral airflow signals, recorded using a Rothenberg m
17(3)/1362/11/$22.50 © 2005 Acoustical Society of America
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while the subjects repeated the utterance ‘‘A papa hopp
with stress on the third syllable. The signals were filtered
4.8 kHz, and sampled at 10 kHz. All productions were au
torily assessed to verify that they were perceptually acc
able versions of the intended utterance. We selected ten
cal records from each subject, of various loudness levels,
showing both voiced and devoiced /h/.

The data was read into Matlab software, which was u
for all further processing.

The dc flow component of each record was obtained
low-pass filtering it at a 50 Hz cutoff to eliminate glott
pulses, using a sixth-order Butterworth filter. The ac flo
component was next computed as the difference between
unfiltered original signal and the filtered signals. The in
vidual cycles of the ac component were then identified
using a zero-crossing algorithm with low pass filtering~Titze
and Liang, 1993!. From each cycle, we computed its rm
value, and the fundamental frequency, as the inverse o
temporal length.

Figure 1 shows airflow data for a male subject, for t
portion corresponding to the utterance /aha/.

Let us recall that airflow might be roughly considere
as directly proportional to the glottal area, when other
rameters are constants. According to Titze~1988!,

DP5
ktrUg

2

2Ag
2

, ~1!

where DP is the transglottal pressure,kt is a transglottal
pressure coefficient,r is the air density,Ug is the airflow

FIG. 1. Airflow data from subject MJB~male!. From top to bottom: re-
corded airflow, dc component, ac component, fundamental frequencyF0 ,
and rms value of ac amplitude. The vertical full lines mark the period
lected as a target for the simulations.Pa defines a reference point~see the
text!.
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~volume velocity!, and Ag the glottal area. Assuming als
that the glottal air flow is equal to the oral flow, and that t
transglottal pressure is constant, then the airflow results
proportional to the glottal area. Thus, the dc flow plot in F
1 ~second panel from the top! may be considered to represe
the neutral glottal area, clearly showing the abductio
adduction gesture for the production of /h/.

In this case, the /h/ is fully voiced. The ac amplitude~the
third panel from the top! decreases a bit during the glott
abduction–adduction, and there is almost no variation of
fundamental frequencyF0 .

Figure 2 shows data corresponding to a female subj
In this case, the /h/ is devoiced. The dashed lines mark
period that we considered devoiced. In all cases, devo
periods were identified as a region in which the compu
values ofF0 were erratic~sudden jumps and discontinuities!
and the rms values of ac amplitude reached a constant l
close to zero~noise level!, as may be seen in theF0 and rms
plots. Such regions were identified and marked by a vis
inspection of the results.

We can also note a slight hysteresis effect for vo
offset–onset in this example: voice stops and starts at dif
ent levels of the dc flow~169.5 and 152.2 cm3/s, respec-
tively!. Assuming that the dc flow roughly represents t
glottal neutral area, then we may say that voice offset a
onset are achieved at different laryngeal configurations~dif-
ferent glottal areas!. Further, the conditions for voice onse
are more restricted than those for voice offset: to res
voice, the vocal folds must be driven closer together than
position at which voice stopped. This hysteresis effect

-

FIG. 2. The airflow data from subject FJH~female!. From top to bottom:
recorded airflow, dc component, ac component, fundamental frequencyF0 ,
and rms value of ac amplitude. The vertical full lines mark the period
lected as a target for the simulations, and the dashed lines mark the dev
period.Pa defines a reference point~see the text!.
1363. Lucero and L. L. Koenig: Simulations of oral airflow patterns
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been modeled using a subcritical Hopf bifurcation pheno
enon ~Lucero, 1999a!, and it is common in cases of flow
induced vibrations~Thompson and Stewart, 1986!.

In both figures, the vertical full lines mark the glott
abduction–adduction region, which was used later as ta
to fit the two-mass model. This region was defined betw
the two minima of the dc flow immediately before and af
the /h/ peak. In the dc flow plots,Pa defines a weighted
average between the two minima, and was used as a
reference value.

Table I summarizes the characteristics~mean values! of
the recorded data. The dc base value is the weighted ave
indicated asPa in Figs. 1 and 2, and the peak value corr
sponds to the peak glottal abduction. The ac rms andF0

values were computed using a weighted average of value
the start and end of the target period, similarly to the dc b
value. Main differences between male and female subj
appear in the fundamental frequency~higher in women than
men, with no overlap between groups!, and in the peak air-
flow value~higher in men than in women, with the exceptio
of female subject FRS!.

III. MODELS

A. Vocal folds

The larynx was modeled using a modified version of
two-mass model of the vocal folds~Ishizaka and Flanagan
1972!. Figure 3 ~top! shows a sketch of the model. Eac
vocal fold is represented by two mass-damper-spring s
tems (m1-b1-s1 and m2-b2-s2), coupled through a spring
(kc). The two vocal folds are assumed identical, and th
move symmetrically with respect to the glottal midline,
the horizontal direction.

When the glottis is open, the equations of motion m
be written as

m1ẍ11b1~x1 ,ẋ1!1s1~x1!1kc~x12x2!5 f 1 ,

TABLE I. Summary of recorded data. The table shows mean value
airflow parameters, grouped in fully voiced /h/ and devoiced /h/ for e
subject.T is the length of the target region.

Subject F0 (Hz) AC ~cm3/s!

dc ~cm3/s!

T (s) Recordsbase peak

Female subjects
FEM voiced 205 47.6 71.5 205.9 0.164 6

devoiced 188 29.0 73.1 233.0 0.172 4
FGR voiced 188 36.0 57.5 160.7 0.159 9

devoiced 199 48.2 64.4 347.6 0.205 1
FJH voiced 197 30.5 30.8 123.5 0.124 6

devoiced 198 34.5 28.0 153.2 0.131 4
FRS voiced 238 94.2 203.4 503.9 0.162 3

devoiced 242 116.3 139.8 730.7 0.162 7
Male subjects

MJB voiced 121 45.4 69.0 292.5 0.136 6
devoiced 114 32.4 81.0 288.9 0.146 4

MJW voiced 140 182.3 69.7 830.0 0.133 4
devoiced 133 134.9 4.4 572.7 0.140 6

MSFA voiced 123 61.6 71.2 342.4 0.144 8
devoiced 102 44.0 71.9 362.4 0.162 2

MSO voiced 149 25.5 68.2 230.8 0.158 4
devoiced 155 25.9 71.4 277.5 0.170 6
~2!
1364 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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m2ẍ21b2~x2 ,ẋ2!1s2~x2!1kc~x22x1!5 f 2 ,

wherebi , si , f i , with i 51, 2, denote the forces related
the tissue damping, elasticity, and the airflow, respectiv
mi are the masses,xi are their horizontal displacements me
sured from a rest~neutral! positionx0.0, andkc is the cou-
pling stiffness. As in the work of Ishizaka and Flanag
work, we adopted a cubic characteristic for the tissue ela
forces, of the form

si~xi !5kixi~11100xi
2!, i 51,2, ~3!

whereki are stiffness coefficients andxi is measured in cm.
The stiffness coefficients and masses were compu

through aQ scaling factor~Ishizaka and Flanagan, 1972!:
ki5Qk̂i , kc5Qk̂c , and mi5m̂i /Q. This Q factor may be
regarded as a scaling factor for the natural frequencies of
model, and it provides a convenient way to control the os
lation frequency. It will be used later as one of the cont
parameters of the model.

For the damping forces, instead of the usual linear te
r i ẋi , we adopted a nonlinear characteristic of the form

bi~xi ,ẋi !5r i~11150uxi u!ẋi , i 51,2, ~4!

wherer i are damping coefficients. The reason was the n
to limit the amplitude of the vocal fold oscillation as th
glottal width increased. As an illustration, Fig. 4 shows
simulation result using a linear damping characteristic, an
glottal half-width increase from 0.009 to 0.102 cm. An i
crease in the amplitude of the glottal pulses when the glo
abduction begins may be noted. This increase is a shortc
ing of the standard two-mass model, since it is not presen
the recorded airflow data. It was also noted by McGow
et al. ~1995! in their modeling work. It appears becaus
prior to the glottal area increase, the collision between
opposite vocal folds is the major factor that limits the voc
fold oscillation. When the glottal width increases, at the b
ginning of the abduction gesture, the distance from the vo
fold rest position to the midline increases, and thus ther

FIG. 3. Two-mass model of the vocal folds~top! and vocal tract model for
vowel /a/ ~bottom!.

of
h
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more space for the oscillation. Eventually, for larger glot
widths, other factors come to limit the oscillation, such as
spring nonlinear characteristics and aerodynamic effects,
so the oscillation amplitude becomes smaller.

We found it necessary to eliminate this flow increase
get reasonably good fits of the model to the data. McGow
et al. ~1995! solved this issue by incorporating a represen
tion of the anterior–posterior dimension of the vocal fo
into the two-mass model. The posterior region was assig
a glottal area wider than the anterior region, and it was
allowed to vibrate. According to the authors, with that ru
mentary upgrade of the two-mass model into a thr
dimensional model, it was possible to abduct the vocal fo
without increasing the amplitude of the airflow pulses.

Looking for alternative simpler solutions, we found th
a nonlinear damping characteristic of the general formr i(1
1kuxi u) ẋi , wherek is a coefficient, produces the same r
sult. The factorr i(11kuxi u) acts as an equivalent dampin
coefficient, dependent on the displacementxi . So, the larger
the oscillation amplitude, the larger the damping on the s
tem. This imposes a limit to the oscillation amplitude,
increasing the losses of the energy that fuels the oscillat
at large amplitudes. Note also that, at very low amplitud
(xi→0) the damping factor approaches a linear characte
tic. This has the advantage that the threshold pressure
other conditions to start the vocal fold oscillation, which d
pend on the damping term, are not affected. Another stra
to limit the oscillation amplitude could be to increase t
nonlinear part of the stiffness characteristics; however,
approach would also make the oscillation frequency m
dependent on the oscillation amplitude. Using the damp
term, on the other hand, does not have a direct effect on
oscillation frequency, and provides a simple and conven
way to control the oscillation amplitude through parametek.
Figure 5 shows a simulation result with the same configu
tion of the model as for Fig. 4, but with a nonlinear dampi
characteristic~with k5150!, and an increased subglott
pressure in order to get the same airflow amplitude. T
value ofk5150 was selected by inspection of the simulati
results.

FIG. 4. Simulated airflow for vocal fold abduction, and linear vocal fo
damping. Top: simulated airflow. Bottom: rms value of the ac compone
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 J. C
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The adoption of a nonlinear damping term for the fo
tissues is also in agreement with experimental data. I
known that the vocal fold tissues, like soft tissues in gene
have strong nonlinearities in their viscoelastic propert
~Alipour-Haghighi and Titze, 1985; Chan and Titze, 200
Titze, 1994!. More specifically, data obtained by Alipour
Haghighi and Titze~1985, Fig. 4! show that the time con-
stant of tissue relaxation curves increases with the leve
strain imposed. This result may be modeled by a damp
factor that increases with strain, as in Eq.~4!. Note that a
linear damping term combined with the nonlinear stiffness
Eq. ~3!, which is the standard version of the two-mass mod
would produce the opposite effect: relaxation curves w
time constants that decrease with the level of strain. Exp
mental measures in other soft tissues and neuromuscular
tems have also been interpreted as demonstrating st
dependent viscous damping~e.g., Bilstonet al., 2001; Gielen
and Houk, 1984; Lin and Rymer, 2001; Nasseriet al., 2002!.
The proper form of the damping term in the vocal fold mod
is beyond the objectives of this paper. Here we have adop
the form in Eq.~4!, because it provided good results whe
fitting the model to the data. However, other alternatives
possible, which should be evaluated in future research.

The contact between the opposite vocal folds is mode
as in the work of Ishizaka and Flanagan work~1972!. We
assume that at their rest position, both masses are at a
tancex0 from the glottal midline. Then, each massi collides
with its opposite counterpart at a displacementxi52x0 .
During contact, the stiffness is increased,

si~xi !5kixi~11100xi
2!13ki~xi1x0!@11500~xi1x0!2#,

xi,2x0 and i 51,2; ~5!

and the damping coefficientr i is increased by adding 1 to th
damping ratio: ifr i52j iAkimi is the value of the damping
coefficient when the glottis is open, for a given dampi
ratio j i , then during contact of massi it assumes the value
r i52(j i11)Akimi .

.
FIG. 5. Simulated airflow for vocal fold abduction, and nonlinear vocal fo
damping. Top: simulated airflow. Bottom: rms value of the ac compone
1365. Lucero and L. L. Koenig: Simulations of oral airflow patterns
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B. Glottal and vocal tract aerodynamics

The glottal aerodynamics for the open glottis is mode
using a version of the Ishizaka and Flanagan equat
~1972!, updated with experimental results and a simplifi
version of the boundary layer model~Pelorsonet al., 1994,
1995; Louset al., 1998!. For clarity, below we briefly de-
scribe the main equations, and leave the details for the c
references.

Letting the subglottal pressure bePs , then the drop to
pressureP11 at the glottal entry~at the lower edge of mas
m1) is, according to Bernoulli’s equation,

Ps2P115
rug

2

2a1
2

, ~6!

wherer is the air density,ug the volume velocity of glottal
airflow, anda1 is the cross-sectional lower glottal area, giv
by a152l g(x11x0), wherel g is the vocal fold length. Note
that flow contraction~vena contracta! is not considered, fol-
lowing Pelorsonet al. ~1995!.

Along massm1 , pressure drops to a valueP12 due to air
viscosity, given by

P112P125
12md1l g

2ug

a1
3

, ~7!

wherem is the air viscosity, andd1 is the width of massm1 .
Two cases must be considered next, according to

glottal shape. Let us consider first the case in which
glottis is convergent or slightly divergent, i.e.,a1.ksa2 ,
whereks.1 is a suitable constant, anda252l g(x21x0) is
the cross-sectional upper glottal area. At the boundary
tween both masses there is a pressure variation, given b

P212P125
rug

2

2 S 1

a1
2
2

1

a2
2D , ~8!

whereP21 is the air pressure at the lower edge of massm2 .
Next, there is a pressure drop along massm2 due to air
viscosity, similar to Eq.~7!,

P212P225
12md2l g

2ug

a2
3

, ~9!

whereP22 is the pressure at the glottal exit. At this point, d
to the abrupt area expansion, the flow detaches from
glottal wall and forms a jet stream. We assume that all ene
is lost in the stream due to turbulence~Pelorsonet al., 1994!,
and so

P225P0 , ~10!

whereP0 is the pressure input to the vocal tract.
When the glottis is more divergent, witha1<ksa2 , we

assume that the point of flow separation from the glottal w
moves inside the glottis and occurs at the boundary betw
both masses. This is a gross simplification of the bound
layer model, which shows that the point of flow separat
moves upstream the glottis as a continuous function of
glottal angle of divergence. According to the Pelorsonet al.
~1994, 1995! results, in a divergent glottis the ratio betwe
1366 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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the glottal area at the point of airflow separation and
minimum glottal area becomes asymptotically constant
high Reynolds numbers. In measurements on a phys
model of the larynx with a cylindrical profile for the voca
folds, they obtained the approximate ratio of 1.1. In a pre
ous work ~Lucero, 1999a!, the flow separation equation
were solved, assuming a linear variation of the glottal a
along the glottis, and an approximate ratio of 1.3 was
tained. Here, we consider an intermediate value and t
assumeks51.2, following also Louset al. ~1998!.

In this case, again we assume that all airflow energy
lost due to turbulence from the point of detachment, and

P215P225P0 . ~11!

Finally, the forcesf i acting on the masses are comput
as f i5(Pi11Pi2)/2.

The forces for the case of glottal closure are compu
as follows~Ishizaka and Flanagan, 1972!:

f 15d1l gPs , x1<2x0 or x2<2x0 ; ~12!

f 25H d2l gPs , if x1.2x0 , x2<2x0 ;

0, if x1<2x0 ;
~13!

The vocal tract was represented by a standard two-t
configuration for vowel /a/~Flanagan, 1972; Titze, 1994!,
shown in Fig. 3. Its equations were derived using a transm
sion line analogy, terminated in a radiation load of a circu
piston in an infinite baffle. The elements of the transmiss
line were computed from the cross-sectional areasS1 , S2

and lengthsL1 , L2 of the vocal tract tubes, using the sta
dard equations of the analogy~Ishizaka and Flanagan, 1972
Flanagan, 1972!.

We asumed that the shape of the vocal tract did
change over the utterance /aha/. This is something of
oversimplification: Both formants F1 and F2 were signi
cantly higher across speakers in the stressed vowel comp
to the unstressed vowel. Nevertheless, the mean formant
ferences as a function of stress were small~about 60 Hz for
the women, and 40 Hz for the men!. The /a/-like quality of
the unstressed vowel in this utterance probably reflects c
ticulation with the preceding and following /a/ vowels. The
was also a general tendency across speakers for F1 and
be highest in the loud condition, and lowest in the soft co
dition; this pattern was significant for F1 in the stress
vowel. Again, however, the overall formant differences we
small ~less than 75 Hz!. Finally, in those cases where th
formants were visible throughout the production of /h/,
and F2 generally showed little movement between the vo
els. Thus, we are confident that variability in supraglot
postures as functions of stress and loudness was fairly m
in the modeled data. Moreover, we note that our object
was to fit the major variations in speakers’ aerodynamic d
rather than details of token-to-token variability.

C. Male and female configurations

The following values were adopted for the male co
figuration of the vocal fold model~Flanagan, 1972; Ishizaka
and Flanagan, 1972!: m̂1M50.125 g, m̂2M50.025 g, k̂cM

525 N/m, k̂1M580 N/m, k̂2M58 N/m, j1M50.1, j2M
J. C. Lucero and L. L. Koenig: Simulations of oral airflow patterns
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50.6, l gM51.4 cm, d1M50.25 cm, d2M50.05 cm, and for
the vocal tract model~Flanagan, 1972; Goldstein, 1980!:
S1M51 cm2, S2M57 cm2, L1M58.9 cm, L2M58.1 cm.
Here, subscriptM denotes a male configuration.

To simulate female voices, McGowanet al. ~1995! used
the same male configuration of the model, as they w
mainly interested in reproducing the gross dc airflow. He
we intend to take a closer look at how onset and offset of
vocal fold vibration is controlled, and thus the size of t
larynx and vocal tract might be an important factor. Fem
airways are smaller in cross-sectional area, and thus the p
sure losses for viscosity are larger. The energy of the fl
available for the oscillation is then smaller, and this fact m
affect its control. Hence, we reduced the dimensions of
larynx and vocal tract to simulate female voices using sc
ing factors. According to Titze~1989!, the size relation be-
tween male and female larynges is in the range 1.2–
depending on the dimension. We adopted then a single s
ing factor for the laryngeal dimensions, with a valueb l

51.4. Masses were accordingly computed dividing byb l
3, to

compensate for the volume reduction. For the tissue stiffn
we assumed a constant elasticity modulus for men
women. This assumption is again a simplification, since T
~1989! reported a slightly stiffer tissue for females than f
males, probably as a result of differences in tissue comp
tion. Then, for a constant elasticity modulus, the stiffne
coefficient is directly proportional to the cross-sectional a
of the tissues, and inversely proportional to their length. T
reduction of all dimensions by a factorb l implies that stiff-
ness is also reduced by this same factor. We assumed
same tissue damping ratios for men and women.

Denoting by subscriptF the female configuration, the
parameters of the vocal fold model are:m̂1F5m̂1M /b l

3

50.0456 g, m̂2F5m̂2M /b l
350.0091 g, k̂cF5 k̂cM /b l

517.85 N/m, k̂1F5 k̂1M /b l557.14 N/m, k̂2F5 k̂2M /b l

55.71 N/m, j1F5j1M50.1, j2F5j2M50.6, l gF5 l gM /b l

51 cm, d1F5d1M /b l50.179 cm, d2F5d2M /b l

50.036 cm.
For the female vocal tract we used data from Goldst

~1980!: L1F56.3 cm,L2F57.8 cm. The cross-sectional are
were computed by scaling the male areas according to
total length relation of male to the female vocal tractsbv
5(8.918.1)/(6.317.8)51.21. Thus, S1F5S1M /bv

2

50.688 cm2, S2F5S2M /bv
254.816 cm2.

IV. FIT TO COLLECTED SIGNALS

A. Control and target parameters

As control parameters for fitting the model to the da
we selected the subglottal pressurePs , glottal half-width at
the rest position of the vocal foldsx0 , and Q factor. The
glottal half-width characterizes the degree of abductio
adduction of the vocal folds, and should be the major con
parameter for the flow increase during the production of
The Q factor represents the degree of tension of the vo
folds, and is the main control for the fundamental frequen
F0 of the vocal fold oscillation. Subglottal pressure is a ma
control for the amplitude of the oscillation, and thus for t
amplitude of the airflow ac component.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 J. C
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Vocal fold abduction and tension should be the ma
factors used by speakers to control phonation when prod
ing /aha/ ~Koenig, 2000; Lo¨fqvist et al., 1989; McGowan
et al., 1995!. The value of subglottal pressure, on the oth
hand, should derive from the lung pressure, which should
roughly constant during the short duration of the utteran
as should the relative value between the resistances of
airways upstream and downstream the glottal entrance
the vocal folds abduct for /h/ and glottal resistance decrea
subglottal pressure may decrease, and past experim
work has reported short term decreases inPs when both the
glottis and the supraglottal tract are open~Löfqvist, 1975;
Ohala and Ohala, 1972!. In the current work, we have chose
to use the subglottal pressure as a control parameter ra
than explicitly controlling it during the abduction becau
the existant data do not permit precise quantification of h
large its decrease should be: Lo¨fqvist’s ~1975! measurements
were made on a single male speaker of Swedish, produ
voiceless obstruents, whereas Ohala and Ohala~1972! re-
ported data on a single female speaker of Hindi. Our o
past measurements~Löfqvist et al., 1995; Koenig, 2000! fur-
ther indicate that speakers may vary considerably in the
gree of abduction they use during the consonant /h/~cf. also
Manuel and Stevens, 1989!. Moreover, the well-known di-
mensional differences between adult male and female la
ges~Titze, 1989; Kahane, 1982! imply that glottal areas dur-
ing abduction may be significantly larger in men th
women. Rather than speculate on the extent of group dif
ences and/or intragroup variation, we approached this p
lem by allowing the subglottal pressure to vary as a fitti
parameter.

As targets in the data, we chose the dc flow amplitu
and the rms and fundamental frequency of the ac compo
of the flow.

It is instructive to analyze briefly how the targets depe
on the control parameters. Let us consider the flow dc co
ponent, ac component~rms value!, and fundamental fre-
quencyF0 as functions of the control parameters, in the fo
(dc,ac,F0)5G(Ps ,x0 ,Q), whereG denotes a vector-value
function. We next compute their values when varying one
the control parameters, while keeping the other two fixed
some reference values. As reference, we used the stan
values of the two-mass modelP̂s5800 Pa,x̂050.02 cm,Q̂
51 ~Ishizaka and Flanagan, 1972!.

Figure 6 shows results for the male configuration. T
upper plot shows that both the ac and dc components
crease almost linearly with the subglottal pressure. The f
damental frequency is almost constant, with a small nega
slope. There is a threshold value for a subglottal pressur
188 Pa~the threshold values were computed through ad
tional simulations at a higher precision of the control para
eters!, which must be overcome for the start of the vocal fo
oscillation. The middle plot shows that, when the glot
half-width is increased by abducting the vocal folds, the
flow increases, since the glottal resistance decreases du
the larger glottal cross-sectional area. However, the vo
fold oscillation becomes more difficult~e.g., see Titze,
1988!, so the ac amplitude decreases. There is a thres
value of 0.14 cm, above which the oscillation is no long
1367. Lucero and L. L. Koenig: Simulations of oral airflow patterns
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possible. Considering, finally, variations of theQ factor, in
the bottom plot, we see that its increase causes a linea
crease of fundamental frequency. Let us recall that theQ
factor is a linear scaling factor for the natural frequencies
the vocal folds. It also affects the dc and ac flows, caus
them to decrease. As theQ factor increases, the vocal fol
stiffness also increases, and so the oscillation is inhibi
Here too, there is a threshold value of 3.4, which sets
upper limit for the oscillation.

Figure 7 shows results for the female configuration. R
sults are qualitatively similar to the male case. The airfl
values are lower than the male values, probably becaus
the increased resistance of the narrower airways. Frequ
values are higher; although the stiffness coefficients
smaller than the male values by a factor of 1/b l , the masses
are smaller by a factor of 1/b l

3, which results in higher natu
ral frequencies. In fact, the fundamental frequency relati
between the female and male cases for the same values o
control parameters are approximately equal tob l51.4. The
threshold value of the subglottal pressure is 240 Pa, la
than the male value. The difference is relatively small, 2
higher in women. The results seem in agreement with m
sures in men vs. women, which have found almost no gen
differences in values of subglottal pressure~Koenig, 2000!.
Measured airflow values, on the other hand, are, in gene
smaller in women, as found in the above simulations~for
both dc and ac components!.

The threshold values for the glottal half-width andQ
factor are smaller than the male values, with values of 0
cm and 2.6, respectively. These results, together with
larger threshold pressure, imply that the adult female lar
has a more restricted region of vocal fold oscillation. Th
voice would be harder to sustain in women than in men
particular, the smaller threshold for the glottal width~43%
reduction in women compared to men! would explain the

FIG. 6. Output targets as a function of the control parameters, for a m
configuration of the model. Squares: dc component of oral airflow~scale at
the left!. Circles: rms value of the ac component of oral airflow~scale at the
left!. Asterisks: fundamental frequency of the ac component~the scale at the
right!. In the regions without asterisks, the AC component has a zero
plitude. The vertical dashed line marks the standard values of the mod
1368 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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higher incidence of devoicing during glottal abduction
adduction for /h/ in running speech in women as compare
men ~Koenig, 2000!. As the vocal folds abduct, they easi
reach the oscillation offset threshold in women, whereas m
would require more extreme degrees of abduction.

B. Algorithms

Fitting the model to the selected target parameters po
the difficulty that the dc flow is computed at each data po
~time step! of the simulation results. The rms value and fu
damental frequency, on the other hand, require a cer
quantity of data points, since they are computed after e
whole cycle. Thus, a dynamic algorithm that tracks the tar
signal and tunes the control parameters to get the cor
output point by point~e.g., as in Pitermann and Munha
2001! would not work. Instead, the algorithm must track t
target signals at larger steps, each of which must contai
least one ac cycle. However, the length of the ac cycles,
even the presence or absence of an ac component, depe
the same values of the control parameters that the algor
must determine.

After trying several strategies, we found that the follow
ing one produced good results for all records. The tar
parameters were determined from the measured record
five instants of time: the two minima of the dc flow imme
diately before and after the /h/ peak~vertical solid lines in
Figs. 1 and 2!, the maximum at the /h/ peak, and the tw
midpoints between the peak and the two minima.

The algorithm worked then in two main stages. In t
first stage, each set of target parameters for the five t
points was considered separately. For each set, simulation
oral airflow were produced using constant control para
eters. The dc component, and rms and fundamental
quency of the ac component were computed from the sim

le

-
.

FIG. 7. Output targets as a function of the control parameters, for a fem
configuration of the model. Squares: dc component of oral airflow~scale at
the left!. Circles: rms value of the ac component of oral airflow~scale at the
left!. Asterisks: fundamental frequency of the ac component~scale at the
right!. In the regions without asterisks, the ac component has a zero am
tude. The vertical dashed line marks the standard values of the model.
J. C. Lucero and L. L. Koenig: Simulations of oral airflow patterns
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lated results and compared with the targets. In the devo
regions~no ac component!, fundamental frequency was no
considered. As a cost function, a weighted sum of the squ
difference between these simulated parameters and the
sured targets was computed,

C5a1~dc* 2dc!21a2~ac* 2ac!21a3~F0* 2F0!2,
~14!

where the asterisk denotes the target values. The wei
were given the valuesa151/dc, a251/ac, a351/F̄0 , where
the overbar denotes mean values over the target region
addition, upper and lower limits were imposed on the con
parameters, to avoid regions of unrealistic values. Opti
values of the control parameters were then determined u
a Nelder–Mead simplex method~Kincaid and Cheney, 2002!
implemented inMATLAB , to minimize the cost function
These values were used in the next stage as initial value
a refined optimization.

In the second stage, a time series for each control
rameter was constructed, as illustrated in Fig. 8 for the c
of the glottal half-width. There, pointsP1 to P5 represent the
five points computed in the previous stage. The control ti
series were used to generate simulations of oral airflow,
the optimal values of the three control parameters at po
P2 to P5 were recomputed sequentially. Values atP1 were
left as computed in the previous stage, because before
point the control parameters have constant values, as in
previous stage. After this point, they must be recomput
because now the parameters change with time~according to
the control time series!. These computations were performe
using the same simplex method and cost function as in
initial stage, and using the values determined in that stag
initial values. The control time series were updated each t
the values of the control parameters were changed, and
simulations were generated using the updated time serie

The capability of this algorithm for finding correct con
trol parameter values was verified using oral airflow reco
generated by the same models, in both male and female
figurations. Using the default termination tolerances p
vided in the MATLAB scripts, the algorithm computed th
control parameters with errors less than 0.5%, relative
their standard values.

V. RESULTS

Figures 9 and 10 show simulation results for the data
Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The vertical solid lines mark

FIG. 8. Control time series for the glottal half-width. PointsPi are deter-
mined by the optimization algorithm described in the text. BeforeP1 and
after P5 , the parameter has a constant value, for a period of 0.1 ms.
tween P1 and P5 , intermediate points are determined using cubic spl
interpolation.Pa is a weighted average ofP1 and P5 , used as a referenc
base value.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 J. C
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target region, as in Figs. 1 and 2. In the case of fully voic
/h/, as in Fig. 9, a good fit of the model was possible and
simulated signals reproduced well the targeted data. In
devoiced /h/, as in Fig. 10, there is some discrepancy in
restart of the oscillation. Comparing with Fig. 2, we ma
note that the ac amplitude grows slowly after the /h/ pe
causing a delay in the rebuilding of the ac component. A
consequence, the offset–onset hysteresis gap is even l
in the simulated results. This delay was typical of the sim
lations in the devoiced /h/ cases, and was also noted
McGowanet al. ~1995! in their simulations. In their work,
the restart of the oscillation was facilitated by setting
overshoot for the glottal width at the end of the vocal fo
adduction. Here, none of the results for that parame
showed such an overshoot. The delay seems to be a s
coming of the vocal fold model used, which does not se
capable of a quicker restart of the vocal fold oscillation. L
us also note that the onset of the oscillation depends not
on the values of the control parameters, but also on the
locity of variation of those parameters~Lucero, 1999b!: The
smoother the variation, the smaller the gap between of
and onset thresholds. In the present case, the simulation
sults suggest that the variation at the abduction–adduc
gesture is somewhat drastic for the model, which results
large hysteresis effect.

Figure 11 shows the computed control parameters,
all the records of a male subject~the same subject as in Figs
1 and 9!. All other subjects presented qualitatively simil
results, and so are not shown here. In general, all three
rameters move in the direction of suppressing oscillati

e-

FIG. 9. Simulated airflow for data in Fig. 1. From top to bottom: airflow,
component, ac component, fundamental frequencyF0 , and the rms value of
ac amplitude. The vertical lines mark the period that correspond to
simulation target.
1369. Lucero and L. L. Koenig: Simulations of oral airflow patterns
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The glottal half-widthx0 grows and then decreases, follow
ing a glottal abduction–adduction curve. At the same tim
the subglottal pressure varies in the inverse direction.
discussed above~Sec. IV A!, this reduction of glottal pres
sure at glottal abduction has been observed experimen
~Löfqvist, 1975; Ohala and Ohala, 1972!, and is probably
caused by a reduction of glottal resistance during abduct
The correlation of the increase in glottal half-width, com
puted as the difference between the peak abduction value
the base value, and the decrease of subglottal pressure,

FIG. 10. Simulated airflow for data in Fig. 2. From top to bottom: airflo
dc component, ac component, fundamental frequencyF0 , and rms value of
ac amplitude. The vertical lines mark the period that correspond to
simulation target. The vertical dashed lines mark the devoiced perio
Fig. 2.

FIG. 11. Optimal control parameters for subject MJB~male!. Top: subglottal
pressurePs . Middle: glottal half-width x0 . Bottom: Q factor. The full
curves correspond to cases of fully voiced /h/, and the dashed curve
cases of devoiced /h/.
1370 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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puted analogously, is 0.901 for this subject (p50.0038), and
0.800 (p,Eps52.2310216) for all subjects. There is also
an increase of theQ factor. An increase in theQ factor may
correspond both to active~muscularly controlled! changes in
vocal-fold characteristics and to passive changes in
vocal-fold tissues, e.g., as they are stretched during ab
tion. Although we cannot separate these two effects base
the current data, the higherQ factor is at least consistent wit
past studies, which have argued that the cricothyroid mu
may be activated around abduction movements to help s
press the vocal fold oscillation~Löfqvist et al., 1989;
McGowan et al., 1995!. In the cases of devoicing~broken
lines!, a stronger movement of parameters may be seen
that the threshold level is reached~smaller subglottal pres
sure, larger glottal half-width, and/or largerQ value!.

Table II summarizes fitting results forF0 , ac rms, and
dc flow, for a comparison with the respective values in t
recorded data shown in Table I. In general, a good fit co
be achieved forF0 and peak dc flow for all subjects. The fi
was a bit poorer for ac rms flow and base dc flow. The wo
case is the simulation for male subject MJW, which, acco
ing to Table I, combines large ac flow with comparative
low dc values at the base level. The large error of the res
in Table II reveals a difficulty of the model in producing th
particular combination of ac and dc flow.

Table III shows the computed control parameters.
general, the estimated subglottal pressures were highe
female subjects than for male subjects. The only exceptio
again the simulation for subject MJW, which has high valu
of subglottal pressures. The combination of large ac fl
values with low dc values at the base level demands an
most zero glottal width at the base level, as seen in Table
to obtain a small dc flow, combined with a large pressure
obtain a large ac flow. Female subject FRS also has la
subglottal pressures compared to the others. They are a
result of large flow values, as seen in Table I. Note that

e
in

to

TABLE II. Summary of fitting results. The table shows mean values
airflow parameters, grouped in fully voiced /h/ and devoiced /h/ for e
subject, computed from the simulated airflow as in Table I.

Subject F0 (Hz) AC ~cm3/s!

DC ~cm3/s!

base peak

Female subjects
FEM voiced 207 42.5 77.8 203.5

devoiced 194 26.5 74.4 232.5
FGR voiced 189 35.8 57.5 159.4

devoiced 200 40.5 64.2 346.9
FJH voiced 200 26.8 33.4 123.1

devoiced 200 32.7 30.7 153.3
FRS voiced 236 96.3 203.0 493.9

devoiced 249 111.6 151.9 726.2
Male subjects

MJB voiced 120 50.7 64.8 291.5
devoiced 115 34.4 77.0 288.0

MJW voiced 144 148.2 150.8 824.9
devoiced 143 102.4 89.7 571.9

MSFA voiced 123 61.1 72.4 341.5
devoiced 103 43.8 71.7 362.1

MSO voiced 149 19.8 68.4 230.8
devoiced 172.6 14.9 71.3 277.3
J. C. Lucero and L. L. Koenig: Simulations of oral airflow patterns
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this case the ac and dc~base! flow values are both large
Thus, the glottal width is also large, to reproduce that co
bination of flow values. Comparing peak glottal widths, m
have, in general, larger values than women, with the exc
tion of FRS, showing a larger vocal fold abduction.Q values
are a bit higher in women, which, combined with a high
natural frequency, results in the greater fundamental
quency values for the female data in Table I.

Figure 12 show variations of the control paramete
from their values in Table III. The lines start at their ba
values and end at the peak abduction values. In general
trajectories start at the regions of smallx0 , high Ps , and
small Q, and move toward highx0 , small Ps , and highQ.
Trajectories that correspond to devoiced cases are lo
than the voiced cases.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown a technique to fit a mo
of the larynx and vocal tract to speech data, which allows
to infer how the larynx is dynamically controlled in runnin
speech. As noted in the Introduction, this is a more dema
ing test for the model, and might reveal aspects not see
simulations using static configurations. In fact, it has sho
the need for a nonlinear damping characteristic, to reprod
the ac flow pattern at glottal abduction.

The results show that the two-mass model plus two-t
approximation of the vocal tract, in spite of their simplicit
are generally capable of reproducing the speech data,
control parameters of physiologically realistic values and
namical behavior. One aspect that could not be fitted wit
good approximation was the restart of the oscillation after
offset, where the model had a slow behavior. The slow
oscillation onset resulted in longer unvoiced periods an
larger hysteresis effect than observed in the data. Also,
model failed to reproduce airflow records combining large
flow with low dc values.

TABLE III. Summary of computed control parameters. The table sho
mean values, grouped in fully voiced /h/ and devoiced /h/ for each sub

Subject

Ps (Pa) x0 (cm) Q

base peak base peak base pea

Female subjects
FEM voiced 593 450 0.010 0.037 1.15 1.39

devoiced 429 294 0.013 0.053 1.11 1.93
FGR voiced 432 374 0.010 0.031 1.03 1.12

devoiced 499 416 0.010 0.065 1.13 1.09
FJH voiced 419 291 0.004 0.028 1.05 1.16

devoiced 491 282 0.002 0.035 1.02 0.99
FRS voiced 1227 716 0.020 0.071 1.50 1.9

devoiced 1239 608 0.013 0.120 1.50 1.86
Male subjects

MJB voiced 393 228 0.005 0.054 0.89 0.89
devoiced 337 177 0.011 0.062 0.91 1.15

MJW voiced 1123 623 0.000 0.091 1.10 0.95
devoiced 774 393 0.000 0.079 1.03 1.13

MSFA voiced 423 342 0.006 0.051 0.91 0.88
devoiced 273 211 0.012 0.069 0.78 0.64

MSO voiced 287 249 0.011 0.041 1.20 1.13
devoiced 355 221 0.010 0.054 1.39 1.44
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 J. C
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The results also show that in both male and fem
speakers, devoicing at the abduction–adduction gesture
/h/ is achieved by the combined action of the three para
eters: vocal fold abduction, decrease of subglottal press
~which is an aerodynamic consequence of the glottal wi
increase!, and an increase of vocal fold tension. Each
these actions has the effect of inhibiting the vocal fold os
lation, and even suppressing it when reaching an of
threshold. The simulation results also suggest variabi
across speakers in the factors that are manipulated during
for example, some speakers show substantial variation in
Q factor during /h/, whereas others show a minimal chan
This is consistent with our recent measurements, which in
cate that individual speakers have unique strategies
achieving voicing and devoicing in running speech~Koenig
and Lucero, 2004!. Women have, in general, more restricte
conditions for the vocal fold oscillation, which would ex
plain the larger occurrence of devoicing in glott
abduction–adduction gestures, compared to men~Koenig,
2000!. This restriction might be consequence of a sma
medial surface of the vocal folds, where energy is transfer
from the flow to the fold tissues~Lucero, 2004!. It also might
be related to larger losses for air viscosity in the glottal a
way, due to the smaller cross-sectional area, which wo
leave less energy to fuel the oscillation.

In general, fitting models to speech data is an import
technique for making quantitative predictions of speech b
mechanics, and has been used in previous studies~Döllinger
et al., 2002; Mergellet al., 2000; Taoet al., 2004; Trevisan
et al., 2001!. Our technique may be extended to other
stances of running speech to study voicing control un

FIG. 12. Plots of mean values of control parameters for each subject, t
from Table III. The lines start at the average between starting and en
values of the parameters~point Pa in Fig. 8!, and end at the values at th
peak glottal abduction~point P3 in Fig. 8!. The circles indicate peak value
for devoiced /h/, and the squares indicate peak values for voiced /h/. Th
two plots are different views of the female results, and the bottom plots
different views of the male results.
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different conditions. Such studies should also be accom
nied by a deeper analysis of the stability and convergenc
the numerical algorithm, in order to determine is the range
application to more general speech signals. Since the fit
algorithm uses ac rms andF0 of individual ac cycles as
target parameters, it may be inappropriate for cases of d
dered voices that have extreme degrees of cycle-to-c
variability. In such cases, algorithms with other target para
eters should be used~e.g., Mergellet al., 2000!.

Even if we limit ourselves to speakers with norm
voices, this work has an applicability to other research qu
tions. Oral airflow signals are relatively easy to obtain, a
they provide a noninvasive means of assessing laryngea
havior. This is particularly important when studying spec
populations such as children. Modeling can refine our e
mates of parameters that are difficult to measure in liv
speakers and tissues. Two examples are the subglottal
sure decrease during abducted conditions and the ti
damping. In future work, we plan to extend these method
investigate the development of the larynx and phonat
control.
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